Date: 8/23/23-9/8/23  Alert No. 02

CONSTRUCTION ALERT
Copley Road Sidewalk Repair

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
The asphalt sidewalk will be removed and repaired; new line stripping completed. This will cause some disruption in pedestrian flow. There will be a barricaded section for pedestrians along the roadside while each section is under construction. There will be cones dividing the traffic flow acting as a temporary yellow divider lane. The new temporary lane division will still allow 2-way traffic keeping approximately a 10’ clearance for each lane. This will be done in 3 sections to minimize traffic and pedestrian issues.

- First section begins at Emmet Street and continues to Child Care. Approximately 4-5 days.
- Second section runs from Child Care to the entrance to the apartments. Approximately 3-4 days.
- Third section runs from the apartments to Peyton Ct. Approximately 3-4 days.

BACKGROUND:
This repair is to fix trip hazards.

ISSUED BY:
Brian Thomas  bkt4x@virginia.edu

PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED: